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A simple protocol is described for transferring spatial direction from Alice to Bob (two spatially
separated observers) up to inversion. The two observers are assumed to share quantum singlet
states and classical communication. The protocol assumes that Alice and Bob have complete free
will (measurement independence) and is based on maximizing the Shannon mutual information
between Alice and Bob’s measurement outcomes. Repeated use of this protocol for each spatial
axis of Alice allows transfer of a complete 3-dimensional reference frame, up to inversion of each
of the axes. The technological complexity of this protocol is similar to that needed for BB84
quantum key distribution, and hence is much simpler to implement than recently proposed schemes
for transmission of reference frames. A second protocol based on a Bayesian formalism is also
presented.
I. INTRODUCTION
Many technological applications require establishing a
local reference frame that is spatially aligned with some
predefined global reference frame. An example is a space-
craft that must reach a target position that is specified in
a predefined global reference frame. The spacecraft must
be able to align its internal reference frame with respect
to an external global frame. Historically, mechanical gy-
roscopes were used, which maintained their spatial ori-
entation with respect to the global frame. More recently,
the classical optical Sagnac effect [1–4], which measures
rotation rate along an axis, is being exploited in all mod-
ern rotation sensors [5] and their applications to iner-
tial navigation systems [6]. Even more recently, much
effort has been expended on experiments with quan-
tum Sagnac interferometers, using single-photons [7], us-
ing cold atoms [8, 9] and using Bose-Einstein conden-
sates(BEC) [10–12], in efforts to improve the sensitiv-
ity to rotation of the classical optical Sagnac effect, and
schemes have also been proposed to improve the sen-
sitivity of rotation sensing using multi-photon correla-
tions [13] and using entangled particles, which are ex-
pected to have Heisenberg limited precision that scales
as 1/N , where N is the number of particles [14]. Limita-
tions of classical gyroscopes have been discussed in Ref [5]
and limits of classical Sagnac effects has been discussed
in terms of Shannon mutual information in Ref [15].
In a different thread, transfer of spatial orientation and
alignment of reference frames has been of recent interest
from the point of view of quantum information [16–18].
Peres and Scudo have considered quantum particles car-
rying angular momentum to play the role of gyroscopes
and exploited such particles to transfer direction, or ori-
entation, in space [18]. Early it was realized that spa-
tial direction, or reference frame orientation, is a special
type of quantum information named “unspeakable quan-
tum information” [19], which is information that can-
not be transmitted by sending classical bits of informa-
tion. Instead, it requires transfer of physical particles,
see Ref [20] for a review.
Subsequently, it was realized that a single quantum
system, such as a hydrogen atom, can transmit all three
axes of a Cartesian coordinate frame [21, 22]. In such
schemes, the rotation matrix between the predefined ref-
erence frame and the local frame is determined by POVM
measurements [23] on the exchanged quantum system.
Such schemes are essentially multi-parameter estimation
methods, where the parameters are the rotation angles
that will align the frames. Such POVM measurements
require implementing complicated quantum states and
POVM measurements that would require multiple sen-
sors to make simultaneous measurements, which essen-
tially are measurements of multi-correlation functions.
In practice, such schemes are very complex to carry out
experimentally in a laboratory [19–21, 24–26].
In this Section II of this manuscript, I describe a sim-
ple protocol to transfer a spatial reference frame from one
observer to another, from Alice to Bob. This protocol
makes use of spin s = 1/2 singlet states and hence re-
quires nothing more than a single Stern-Gerlach appara-
tus as a spin analyzer, and therefore, can be easily imple-
mented in a laboratory with today’s technology. Specifi-
cally, this protocol does not require complicated POVM,
and hence does not require measurement of multi-particle
(N > 2) correlation functions.
This protocol assumes that Alice and Bob have com-
plete free will (measurement independence) [31–37] to
choose directions for their Stern-Gerlach spin analyzers.
This protocol can be used to transfer a single spatial di-
rection from Alice to Bob, up to an inversion. This pro-
tocol can be used repeatedly to transfer the orientation
of three axes in order to define a local reference frame,
up to inversion of each of the axes.
In Section III, I describe a Bayesian protocol to trans-
fer a reference frame from Alice to Bob. Both, protocols
2described below have the advantage that they are signifi-
cantly easier to implement with today’s technology than
those in previous works. The technological complexity
of these protocols is similar to that needed for the BB84
quantum key distribution [27, 28], and hence is much
simpler to implement than recently proposed schemes for
transmission of reference frames [24]. Also, the protocols
presented have some similarity to, but are different than,
secret communication of a reference frame [25]. In this
work, I do not investigate security against eavesdroppers.
Also, Heisenberg limited resolution is not the main con-
cern here. Instead, technological simplicity of implemen-
tation is the main point.
II. PROTOCOL BASED ON SHANNON
MUTUAL INFORMATION
Consider two observers, Alice and Bob, where Alice
has a predetermined spatial direction that she wants to
communicate to Bob. Assume that Alice and Bob share
pairs of spin s = 1/2 particles, where each pair is entan-
gled in a spin singlet state
|ψo〉 = 1√
2
( |−,n〉A |+,n〉B − |+,n〉A |−,n〉B ) (1)
where the basis states, |−,n〉A, |+,n〉A, are eigenstates
of Alice’s operator, σA · nA, and |−,n〉B, |+,n〉B are
eigenstates of Bob’s operator, σB ·nB. Here, nA and nB
are 3-dimensional unit vectors specifying the direction of
measurement setting in a Stern-Gerlach type measure-
ment, for Alice and Bob, respectively. For both Alice
and Bob, the operators and states satisfy the eigenvalues
equations:
σ · n|±,n〉 = ±|±,n〉 (2)
where σ = (σx, σy, σz) is the vector of Pauli matrices,
σx =
(
0 1
1 0
)
, σy =
(
0 −i
i 0
)
, σz =
(
1 0
0 1
)
(3)
On any bipartite quantum state, |ψ〉, Alice and Bob
can each make Stern-Gerlach projective measurements.
The conditional probability, p(a, b|x,y), that Alice ob-
tains measurement outcome a ∈ {−1,+1} and Bob ob-
tains measurement outcome b ∈ {−1,+1}, given Alice
and Bob’s measurement settings were x and y, respec-
tively, is computed using the Born rule from the expec-
tation value of the POVM operator [29], Mˆa|x ⊗ Mˆb|y,
as:
p(a, b|x,y) = 〈ψ|Mˆa|x ⊗ Mˆb|y|ψ〉 (4)
where Mˆa|x = |a,x〉〈a,x| and Mˆb|x = |b,x〉〈b,x|
are projective operators. The conditional proba-
bility, p(a, b|x,y), should properly be expressed as
p(a, b|x,y, ψ), conditional on the state |ψ〉, however, I
suppress the dependence in the notation.
For the singlet state |ψo〉 in Eq. (1), Alice and Bob’s
measurement outcomes, a and b, are statistically corre-
lated. The correlations are expressed by the conditional
probability
p(a, b|x,y) = 1
4
(1− ab x · y) (5)
Alternatively, the correlations between Alice and Bob’s
measurement outcomes can be expressed in terms of
the Shannon mutual information [30] between Alice and
Bob’s measurement outcomes:
I(A;B) =
∑
a
∑
b
p(a, b) log2
[
p(a, b)
p(a)p(b)
]
(6)
where the marginal probability for measurement out-
comes, p(a, b), is obtained from integrating the joint
probability, p(a, b,x,y), given by
p(a, b,x,y) = p(a, b|x,y) p(x,y) (7)
where p(x,y) is the prior probability that Alice and Bob
have set their analyzer directions to x and y, respectively.
The marginal probability for measurement outcomes is
then given by
p(a, b) =
∫
dΩx
∫
dΩy p(a, b|x,y)p(x,y) (8)
where the prior probability is normalized∫
dΩx
∫
dΩy p(x,y) = 1 (9)
and the integrals are over solid angles associated with
unit vectors x and y, respectively.
The marginal probabilities for Alice and Bob’s mea-
surement outcomes, p(a) and p(b), are given by summa-
tion over the marginal probability p(a, b),
p(a) =
∑
b
p(a, b)
p(b) =
∑
a
p(a, b)
(10)
For the singlet correlations in Eq. (5), p(a) = p(b) = 1/2
for any arbitrary normalized distribution of measurement
settings p(x, y).
I assume that Alice and Bob have complete free will or
measurement independence [31–37] to choose their mea-
surement directions. Specifically, I assume that Alice and
Bob’s choice of analyzer directions x and y is not corre-
lated, therefore, I take the prior distribution p(x,y) as a
product distribution
p(x,y) = p(x) p(y) (11)
Furthermore, I assume that Alice and Bob each have un-
restricted measurement freedom to choose specific direc-
tions, x0 and y0, respectively. Therefore, I take the prior
distribution to be given by Dirac δ-functions:
p(x,y) = δ(x − xo)δ(y − yo) (12)
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FIG. 1. The Shannon mutual information between Alice and
Bob’s measurement outcomes, a and b, is plotted as a function
of the angle θ between their chosen measurement directions.
With these choices, the Shannon mutual information be-
comes
I(A;B) =
1
2
log2
[
1− (xo · yo)2
]
−1
2
xo·yolog2
[
1− xo · yo
1 + xo · yo
]
(13)
Since space is isotropic, the mutual information only de-
pends on the relative angle θ between Alice and Bob’s
measurement settings,
cos θ = xo · yo (14)
The mutual information in Eq. (13) is a functional of
the cosine of the angle between the vectors, and can be
notated as I [xo · yo]. Using the polar coordinate repre-
sentation for Alice and Bob’s unit vectors, in Cartesian
vector components
xo = (sin θx cosφx, sin θx sinφx, cos θx)
yo = (sin θy cosφy, sin θy sinφy , cos θy) (15)
the cosine of the relative angle is written as
cos θ = sin θx cosφx sin θy cosφy
+sin θx sinφx sin θy sinφy + cos θx cos θy (16)
where θx and φx are the polar angles for Alice’s unit vec-
tor, xo, and θy and φy are the polar angles for Bob’s
unit vector, yo. If Alice holds her unit vector xo con-
stant, then Bob can determine Alice’s vector yo, or its
negative −xo, by searching for a maximum in the mutual
information I [xo · yo] as a function of the two angles θy
and φy that describe Bob’s vector yo. The mutual infor-
mation in Eq. (13) is plotted in Figure 1. The mutual
information is a maximum when Alice and Bob’s cho-
sen vectors, xo and yo, are parallel or anti-parallel, i.e.,
when xo · yo = ±1. This degeneracy in mutual informa-
tion prevents it from being used to distinguish between
these two cases. However, in practice we often know in
which hemisphere the unknown unit vector points, so this
may not be a concern. Alternatively, if we have complete
FIG. 2. The Shannon mutual information between Alice and
Bob’s measurement outcomes, I [xo · yo], is plotted as a func-
tion of the polar angles θy and φy that describe Bob’s unit vec-
tor, for the case where Alice’s unit vector is given by θx = 1.5
and φx = 2.1. The two peaks show the degeneracy in mutual
information.
ignorance of the unknown unit vector, we may employ a
quantum glove [38, 39], as mentioned below.
Assume that Alice wants to transmit to Bob the ori-
entation of her unit vector xo. Assume that Alice and
Bob share N distinguishable copies of spin singlet states,
where each spin singlet state is labeled, say by integers,
1, 2, · · ·M . Assume that they agree to make M mea-
surements on these spin singlet states, in order of in-
creasing integer label. Alice chooses a fixed direction in
3-dimensional space, defined by her unit vector xo, that
she wishes to transmit to Bob. Bob chooses a trial guess
unit vector, y
(1)
o , to be the orientation of Alice’s unit
vector xo. Then, Alice and Bob make the M measure-
ments on their shared singlet states. Alice and Bob each
record their measurement outcomes, which are either -1
or +1. Alice has a string of M measurement outcomes,
where M+A have value +1 and M −M+A have value -1.
By a classical channel, Alice sends to Bob the sequence
of measurement outcomes. Similarly, Bob has a string of
M measurement outcomes, whereM+B have value +1 and
M −M+B have value -1. Bob can compute an estimate
of p(a), defined as p˜(a), from the data that Alice sent to
him by a classical channel:
p˜(a = +1) =
M+A
M
(17)
Similarly Bob can estimate, p(a = −1), defined as
p˜(a = −1),
p˜(a = −1) = M
−
A
M
(18)
From his own measurement outcomes, Bob can make an
estimate of p(b = +1), defined as p˜(b = +1),
p˜(b = +1) =
M+B
M
(19)
4and similarly Bob can estimate, p(b = −1), defined as
p˜(b = −1),
p˜(b = −1) = M
−
b
M
(20)
For large values of measurements, M , the probabilities
p˜(a) and p˜(b) are expected to have values close to 1/2.
Furthermore, Bob can estimate the probabilities p(a, b)
by comparing and counting correlations in his and Alice’s
measurement outcomes. From the data, Bob can com-
pute the four numbers, MαβAB , where α, β ∈ {−1,+1},
where M++ab is the number of times that both Alice and
Bob had +1 in their measurements, M−+AB is the num-
ber of times that Alice had −1 and Bob had +1 in their
measurements, respectively,M+−AB is the number of times
that Alice had +1 and Bob had −1 in their measure-
ments, respectively, and M−−AB is the number of times
that both Alice and Bob had −1 in their measurements.
Bob can then find an estimate, p˜(a = α, b = β), for the
probabilities p(a, b),
p˜(a = α, b = β) =
MαβAB
M
(21)
where M =
∑
α
∑
βM
αβ
AB = 1.
Using the estimated distributions, p˜(a), p˜(b), and
p˜(a = α, b = β), in Eq. (6) in place of the actual dis-
tributions, p(a), p(b), and p(a, b), Bob can compute an
estimate of the Shannon mutual information, Iest(A;B),
for the chosen pair of vectors, xo and yo. In this way,
Bob can determine an estimate of the mutual informa-
tion, Iest [xo · yo], as a functional of his choice of vector
yo. Alice and Bob can then repeat the process N times,
each time Bob choosing a different direction vector yo.
Bob then finds N estimates for the mutual information
Iest
[
xo · y(i)o
]
, for i = 1, 2, · · · , N . The vector y(i)o giv-
ing the largest mutual information is then Bob’s best esti-
mate of Alice’s vector xo. Of course, as mentioned above,
the mutual information is a maximum when xo ·yo = +1
and xo ·yo = −1, so Bob’s best estimate may by a vector
that is anti-parallel to Alice’s vector. This may not be an
issue in practice if Bob has sufficient initial information
(up to the hemisphere) about Alice’s vector. Alterna-
tively, if Bob is completely ignorant about Alice’s vector,
then he may employ a quantum glove [38, 39] approach
to determine the correct orientation from the two possi-
bilities. Obviously, the whole procedure above may be
repeated two more times in order for Bob to determine a
reference frame with three axes parallel to Alice’s axes.
III. BAYESIAN APPROACH
The above protocol can be compared to a Bayesian
approach, where a probability distribution for the un-
known quantity, xo · yo , is determined from the data.
In the protocol of the previous section, I assumed that
Alice and Bob had the measurement freedom to choose
directions xo and yo, so the prior distribution, p(x,y),
was given by delta functions, see Eq (12). In the
Bayesian approach, I assume that the prior distribu-
tion is flat, p(x,y) = 1/(4pi)2, so Alice and Bob have
no prior knowledge of xo · yo. Assume that Alice and
Bob make N total measurements on singlet states, lead-
ing to the data on measurement outcomes, {ai, bi} ≡
{(a1, b1), (a2, b2), · · · , (aN , bN)}. Each measurement out-
come, (aj , bj), is independent in the sequence, so the data
can be modeled by the product probability distribution
p({ai, bi}|x,y) =
N∏
j=1
1
4
(1− aj bj x · y) (22)
Using Bayes’ rule, I can write the conditional probability
density for Alice and Bob’s vectors, x and y, given the
data {ai, bi} as:
p(x,y|{ai, bi}) = p({ai, bi}|x,y) p(x,y)∫
dΩx
∫
dΩy p({ai, bi}|x,y) p(x,y)
(23)
Assuming complete ignorance of the angle between vec-
tors x and y and therefore taking p(x,y) = 1/(4pi)2, I
find
p(x,y|{ai, bi}) = 1
8pi2
(1− x · y)n+ (1 + x · y)n−
d(n+, n−)
(24)
where the function in the denominator is
d(n+, n−) =
+1∫
−1
dγ (1− γ)n+ (1 + γ)n−
= 2F1(1,−n−;2+n+;−1)1+n+ +
2F1(1,−n+;2+n−;−1)
1+n
−
(25)
where 2F1(a, b; c; z) is the hypergeometric function [40]
and the two functions
n+ = n+((a1, b1), (a2, b2), · · · , (aN , bN)) =
M∑
k=1
δak bk,1
n− = n−((a1, b1), (a2, b2), · · · , (aN , bN )) =
M∑
k=1
δak bk,−1
(26)
count how many times the product ajbj = +1 and ajbj =
−1, respectively, and
N = n+ + n− (27)
The distribution in Eq. (24) can also be written in
terms of the cosine of the angle between Alice and Bob’s
vectors
p(x,y|{ai, bi}) = 2
N
8pi2
(
sin θ2
)2n+ (
cos θ2
)2n
−
d(n+, n−)
(28)
where cos θ = x · y and 0 ≤ n+, n− ≤ N . The distribu-
tion p(x,y|{ai, bi}) satisfies the same normalization con-
dition, given by Eq. (9), as the prior distribution p(x,y).
Figure 3 shows a plot of this probability density. The
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FIG. 3. The probability density p(x,y|{ai, bi}), given in
Eq.(28), is plotted versus the angle θ between unit vectors x
and y, for total number of measurements N = 11, 22, 44, 88.
For each N , there are two peaks symmetric about θ = 0. The
width of each peak in the plots is successively smaller with
increasing number of measurements N = n+ +n−. The plots
have a constant ratio of n+/n− = 5/6. The plot have values
(n+, n−) = {(5, 6), (10, 12), (20, 24), (40, 48)} .
probability density is symmetric in angle θ, so there is
an ambiguity in the angle between vectors x and y, sim-
ilar to the ambiguity in the protocol based on mutual
information. As the total number of measurements N
increases, the peaks decrease in width. When the ratio
of n+/n− changes, the peaks move farther or closer to-
gether, always remaining symmetrical about the origin.
Note that the peaks are not Gaussian in shape. One must
remember that the distribution in Eq. (28) is a normal-
ized distribution when integrated over two solid angles,
see Eq. (9), and not when integrated over the angle θ.
Differentiating Eq. (28) with respect to cos θ and solv-
ing for the root shows that the peak in the distribution
occurs at
cos θ =
n− − n+
n− + n+
(29)
Using Bayes’ rule, I write the probability density for
Bob’s unit vector from Eq. (28):
p(x|{ai, bi},y) = p(x,y|{ai, bi})
p(y)
= 4pip(x,y|{ai, bi}) (30)
where I have assumed that Alice’s prior distribution is
flat, p(y) = 1/(4pi). For a given data set, {ai, bi}, and
given vector for Alice, y, the function p(x|{ai, bi},y) can
be solved for two polar angles that define Bob’s unit vec-
tor x. The distribution for Bob’s vector is normalized
by
∫
dΩx p(x|{ai, bi},y) = 1 (31)
and y, for total number of measurements
N = n+ + n− = 100, for values (n+, n−) =
(0, 100), (10, 90), (20, 80) · · · , (100, 0). For (n+, n−) =
(0, 100) there is one peak at θ = 0. For values of n+ > 0,
the one peak splits into two and moves symmetrically
away from θ = 0 with increasing n+. For increasing
values of n+, there are two peaks symmetric about
θ = 0. The differing size of the peaks is due to the fact
that probability density p(x,y|{ai, bi}) is normalized in
terms of the double integral over solid angles, given in
Eq. (9), and not integration over angle θ.
IV. SUMMARY
In previous work, it was shown that by exchanging a
single quantum system between Alice and Bob, a refer-
ence frame can be transmitted from Alice to Bob [21, 22].
This requires implementing a complex POVM. In this
paper, I show two simple protocols that can be used to
transfer a reference frame (up to inversion of axes) from
Alice to Bob. These protocols require that Alice and
Bob share entangled singlet states and classical commu-
nication. The first protocol assumes that both Alice and
Bob have complete free will or measurement indepen-
dence [31–37] to choose directions for their Stern-Gerlach
spin analyzers. This protocol is based on maximizing the
Shannon mutual information between Alice and Bob’s
measurement results. The second protocol is based on
a Bayesian approach. In both cases, Bob can determine
the spatial direction of Alice’s measurement apparatus,
up to a spatial inversion. If there is enough prior knowl-
edge on Alice’s measurement settings, a unique direction
can be transferred. Repeating the protocol for each x, y
and z axis of Alice allows transfer to Bob of a complete
three dimensional reference frame, up to inversion of each
of the axes.
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